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या कनुद्नेद्तुषुारहारधवला या
शभुर्वसत्र्ावतृा
या वीणावरदणड्मिणड्तकरा या
शव्तेपदम्ासना ।
या बर्हम्ाचय्तुशकंरपर्भिृतिभदवेःै
सदा पिूजता
सा मा ंपात ुसरसव्ित भगवती
िनःशषेजाडय्ापहा ॥

Meaning : ‘May the Goddess Saraswati protect me. She is fair like the jas-

mine-colored moon, and whose pure white garland is like frosty dew drops.

She is adorned in radiant white attire, on whose beautiful arm rests the

veena, and whose throne is a white lotus. She is surrounded and respected

by the Gods. Please remove my weariness, sluggishness and ignorance.’

Rohit  Sharma
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ZEAL 2k19

DARPAN

Ek 

PEHCHAN...

ZEAL, The Annual  Inter    college Cultural

Festival, is Conducted By LLDIMS  College.

We At LLDIMS, Realize Tha Education

Does Not Occur Only In The Classrooms,

But Goes Beyond. To Facilitate This

LLDIMS   Conducts An Annual Cultural

Carnival ‘ZEAL’ That Strives To Break Every

Barrier, Breach Every Limit And Exceed

Every Expectation, Year After Year. Each

Year Students Take A Breather From The

Books And Let Their Hair Down To

Celebrate The True Spirit Of College Life.

With The Multitude Of Events, Games, And

Performances, ZEAL Is A Fest For Two

Days Of Fun And Frolic This Year We Are

Expecting Graduate Students From All

Over The World With Total Footfalls Of

Around 3000. The ZEAL 2K19 is coming on

22nd and 23rd February, on the theme

*"DARPAN*, *EK PEHCHAN** ...."

Where Authenticity is everything! You have

to wake up every day and look in the mirror,

and you want to be proud of the person

who's looking back at you. And you can only

do that if you're being honest with yourself  

and being a person of high character. You

have an opportunity every single day to

write that story of your life. So lets cheer up

with this theme and let our image show us

the magic which we have and make this

great event fun - n - frolic.

our main attractions will be #Inauguration 

#Cultural-events 

#Star-night and many more things..... come

stay tuned for more updates. It's a pleasure

to announce that a decently famous &

renownedpersonality, Mr.Rahul Roy , and

Punjabi Singer Shivjot, would be amongst 

us at the Lingaya's Lalita Devi Institute of

Management & Sciences, New Delhi on

22nd and 23rd February 2019 on the

Annual Cultural Festival i.e ZEAL 2019.-

Let's all of us look forward to this wonderful

event.

Chief guest and Star Night Performer

  Rahul Roy:

Is an Indian film actor,  producer, and former

model known for his works in Bollywood,

and Television. Roy began his acting career

with the 1990 blockbuster Aashiqui, a

Mahesh Bhatt production as the lead actor

with new comer Anu Agarwal, also big boss

winner season 1.

Shivjot

As a singer and lyricist, he gave super hit

songs to the Punjabi music industry like

‘Angreji Wali Madam’, ‘PB03’, ‘Palazzo’,

‘Roon Wargi’, ‘Eye Candy’ etc

Rohit Thakur

Rohit Thakur is a versatile performer who is

based out of the capital city of India, Delhi.

He started his career four years ago and

has performed in more than 2000 of shows

as well as worked with numerous Bolly-

wood celebrities.

Shivai Vyas

Playback singer, 

Albums: Race 3, Pakka, Hari Hari, Chain,

Hanuman Ashtak-Shree Hanuman Chalisa.

EVENT AT GLANCE



Chief Guest

Actor Rahul Roy

Left to right Singer

Shivai Vyas,

Comedian Rohit

Thakur, Playback

Singer Shivjot.
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MOVIE SCREENING-

WHERE KNOWLEDGE

IS FREE

The screening of the movie,

“Where Knowledge is Free”

successfully took place on

15th January, 2019 for the

students of B.Ed department

of 2nd Semester in paper:

‘Reading & Reflecting on

Texts’. The movie based in

the realm of education

focuses on caste distinction.

It is set in a rural village of

Bihar where students are

given or providededucation

on the mere basis of their

caste.

Students were asked to

discuss the central themes

of the movie, picturization,

characterization and the

relevance of these issues in

education system .Thus the

studentsgot a way to reflect

on why is it important for

teacherand trainees to watch

this movie particularly. 

ARM WRESTLING

COMPETITION  

Inter - department Arm

Wrestling competition for

Boys and Girls was

organised by the sports

committee of LLDIMS in the

Campus itself on 22nd

January 2019. 

The whole B. Ed department

actively participated in the

competitionandshowcased  

their strength. Ms. Harshita

Sharma of  B.Ed IV

Semester and Ms. Dolly

Tiwari of  B.Ed IV Semester

got 1st position  2nd position

in the competition

respectively. 

REPUBLIC DAY

CELEBRATION

One of the most important

national events of India –

Republic Day was

celebrated at LLDIMS .The

Republic Day was glorified

with Speech deliveries,

Dance performances , Music

performances, Poetries and

board decoration competi-

tion. The air of patriotic

fervour permeated the

LLDIMS atmosphere.

Magnification of the national

event was organised by

Educat ion,Depar tment .

Program was brought in

motion with a small Speech

on the significance of the

day, roles and responsibili  

ties as the Citizen of India,  

adding that we must not see

the colours of our national

flag we must rather feel the

meaning it reveals. 

The anchors set up the

trigger by bringing in variety

of cultural activities one after

another.

The closure of the program

was marked by the National

Anthem and remembering

the great sacrifices of our

heroes. Everyone paid rich

tribute to martyrs.

EVENT AT GLANCE January - March



In celebration of the International Woman's Day, LLDIMS organised a seminar on woman

and child rights. Distinguished speakers shared their perspectives with the millennials to

make them aware of the human rights and responsibilities which are essential for

sustainable socio-economic development. So with collaboration of National Human Rights

which is responsible for protection as well as promotion of Human Rights in India Lldims

organized this seminar. It was organized on 12th of march . The program began with the

honouring the guests by our director sir and head of the department of BA(JMC), it was

headed by our chief guests Mr. Sushant Kumar Mishra, guest of honor Mis.shweta singh

and Mr. Rahul Kashyap .

Sushant Kumar Mishra who is a professor at a 

very distinguished collage in Delhi Jawahar lal 

Nehru university and have a command over four

of the foreign languages ,told the students about

language Rights and the danger that our Hindi 

language is facing. He even introduced the stu

dents with the various facts and figures about 

the different languages spoken in different coun

tries and gave completely a new perspective to

look towards the languages, the way they are   spoken and how it should be Proceeding

ahead with Ms. Sheweta Singh, told the students about the women and child rights. She

talked about women empowerment, how our youth can play a major role in maintaining a

equilibrium society. She further acquainted the  students with the various mishaps faced by

our Women’s in several societies ,discussion was moreover taken on various rights a

woman should have and how all can take part as journalist to protect them. Proceeding the

discussion ahead, with the presence of Mr Rahul Kashyap and his thoughts and views on

current day media and the major role played by it in gaining and improving the status of

women proved to be very fruitful for the students .Lastly the session was taken to the end

by cross questions put up between the students and our guests. Overall the     session was

fruit -bearing and productive. It was a wonderful experience for the students of Lldims with

the profusion of knowledge .

Lingaya’s Vioce EVENT AT GLANCE January - March

BASIC TRAINING PROGRAM ON 

HUMAN RIGHTS

-- By Shiksha

Mishra

BA(JMC), 1st

Year



GOA MEMORIES
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Recently the students of

BA(JMC) 2nd year had

organised a wonderful press

conference under the

guidance of Mrs. Sheweta

Gaur. The conference

turned out to be very signifi-

cant as the students got to

learn new things in the field

of Public Relations which

will surely benefit them in

future as well. Both the

sections were divided in

groups comprising of six

members in each one of

them. All the teams handled

their conferences in the best

way they can. This mock

press conferences basically

focused on brand and

product launching purposes

and to familiarize the

students with the techniques

of hosting such events for

corporates, private and

public sectors. Prominent

dignitaries such as

Additional Director Sir Dr.

Pranav Mishra, The Head of

Department Dr. Ajitabh

Kumar were joined by a few

more faculty members of

Journalism department

including Ms. Harmeet

Kocchar, Mrs. Yamini Kullar,

Mr. Shishir Kumar and

Mr. Vijaypal as well. All

these grandees graced the

occasion giving vital tips to

the budding professionals.

The groups were namely

Arogyam private limited,

Desire Private Limited, The

Bhakts, Thousand Shots,

Tour and Travels. All of

these fell into different

categories as some were

based on the launching of

their products and some had

the target of advertising their

company on the advanta-

geous platform of the

conference . Thus every

company had its motto of

showcasing themselves as

very promising companies

of Future investments.

The conference was not

only attended by the 2nd

Year students but the

students of 1st year and last

year also took active

participation in boosting up

the confidence of the groups

by their presence in the

seminar hall. Altogether the

teams had this one objective

of promoting their products

with all their energy and

intelligence. Thier perform-

ances as in the roles of all

the members of the

company as such the Public

relations Officer, the

Director, the finance

manager, the advertising

manager  were pretty well

executed. Lastly this idea of

conducting the mock press

conference turned out to be

a successful one as all the

student's enthralling energy

and thier excellent output

was all that was deemed as

its result. 

-- Meghna Pandey

BA(JMC), 2nd Year

Let’s Go GOA

Keeping in mind Academics,

LLDIMS never forgets to

give a good break to their

very own students. On

January 4th January 2019,

LLDIMS organised aone

week trip to Goa accompa-

nied by the Faculty. The

college had planned the

whole trip for the Students of

all the courses that are BBA,

BA (JMC), BCOM and B.ED.

The purpose of the trip is to

give students to learn and

platform to get practical

exposure. The trip was full of

fun where the students took

the tour of Goa from various

forts to beaches. The

students had a great fun

with their peers as trip

begins from Train journey

proceeding further with

different other modes of

travelling. Best part of the

Trip according to the

sources was the fun at

beaches, pool and parties

that unite most of the

students from various other

departments. From sharing

meals to laughter these

seven days were

memorable for all the

students and are looking

forward to more such trips.

“If you have anadventurous

soul but your mind wants to

relax amidst calm surround-

ings, Goa is the place to go.”

--  Rohit Sharma

BA(JMC), 2nd Year 

ORGANISED

MOCK PRESS

CONFERENCE

January - MarchEVENT AT GLANCE
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Guest Lecture on

Career Counselling
Date- 14.01.19

Venue- seminar hall

Topic of guest lecture – CAREER COUNSELLING

Name of the guest-HAMRAJ SINGH

Semesters included in the lecture- -semester II, IV, VI

Objective of  lecture

In the presence of respected Director Dr. K.k. Garg, Add. Director Dr. Pranav Mishra and

the HOD of mass communication department Dr.Ajitabh Singh the guest was welcomed.

In his lecture Mr. Hamraj Singh explained the different steps regarding the opportunities

in the course of journalism and mass communication. By sharing his experiences of

working with different media channels he told the students about the work structure of

different media houses and how to work with them. While  answering the questions the

issue of choosing right carrer option was explained by the guest ,he explained that

audience perceives the entertainment.
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A visit to the “New Delhi-

World Book Fair” at Pragati

Maidan was organized on

12th January 2019 for the

students of B.Ed

department. The students

were accompanied by

teachers to the fair. The

students visited the stalls of

various publishing houses

and got a glimpse into the

various books published

under their banners. The

students also explored

various genres of writing

such as Children’s

Literature, Fiction, Drama,

Non-fiction and Science

writing.  

This fair was nothing short of

a heaven for

bibliophiles all over, the fair

not only featured stalls by 

eminent publishing houses

like Penguin Random

House, Macmillan and

Harper Collins, but also

played host to an eclectic

mix of events like book

releases, panel discussions

and cultural dance

performances, among other

things.This fair also had a

massive collection of self-

help books and a huge

collection of books across

subjects like Indian art,

culture, music, dance and

philosophy. 

It also witnessed Publishers

of Books of all descriptions

including Books for kids &

pre-scholars, Scientific

books, School books, Text-

b o o k s , D i c t i o n a r i e s ,

Encyclopaedia, Holy Koran 

& Religious Books, Travel

books, Maps & Globes,

Greeting cards & Calendars,

Magazines & Periodicals,

Interactive books on disk /

audio, Stationery & Office

Supplies, Computers &

P e r i p h e r a l s , C o m p u t e r

s o f t w a r e , C o m p u t e r

Accessories & Furniture

providing a plethora of

options to everyone. 

The memories of the book

fair have been saved with

ample number of

photographs. It was an

exciting and informative visit

for all.

       

“If you only read the books that

everyone else is reading, you

can only think what everyone

else is thinking.” 
― Haruki Murakami, Norwegian Wood

“A room without books is like a

body without a soul.” 

― Marcus Tullius Cicero

World Book Fair: Buy the Books

VISIT
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AN INDUSTRIAL

VISIT TO 

MOTHER DAIRY

An Industrial visit was

organized for the BBA

faculties and students at

Mother Dairy centre to

enhance their work

experience. 

According to the students,

they were very happy to

experience the visit. They

get to know that how milk is

been delivered to their

homes from farms. They

also observed how milk gets

purified and how do they

check whether the milk is

totally ready or not. At the

Mother Dairy centre

students and the faculties

also got chance to taste

different flavored milk and

ice creams. Each and

everyone enjoyed that visit. 

It’s not that they have

received very crucial and

important information about

the dairy products but also

got to know the measures

that need to be kept in mind 

while buying any dairy

product. There was an

experiment which was

shown     to them that how a

blue  litmus paper turns into

red litmus paper after the

milk gets purified.  All these

things helped everyone to

know more about various

kinds of industries. I am sure

that everyone got a good

knowledge that how

industries works.

--- Mohit Kumar Sharma

BA(JMC), 1st Year 

INDUSTRIAL

VISIT
Programme : YE DESH

HAI HUMARA of News

Network18

The students of LLDIMS

from the Department of

Journalism and Mass      

communication went for

industrial visit to NEWS 18

INDIA in their show” Yeh

Desh hai Humara”. It was

basically a political debate 

show where students met

the Honourable Guests of

the show Dr. Sambit Patra

Mrs. Priyanka Chaturvedi.

They both were debating on

the topic that whether the

entry of Mrs. Priyanka

Gandhi in the main stream

politics as head of Congress

in the north eastern part of

Uttar Pradesh will prove to 

be a boon or bane for the

Congress party. The show

was also based on the

current scenario of Indian

politics relating to the 2019

elections. All the students

enjoyed and learned there

very much. They all saw that

how a political debate

happens and also that how

much is time is important in

the main stream television

media. The students also

got to know about different

kind of techniques that are

used in the news channels

to maintain their continuity. 

The presentation skills that

were shown by the anchor

Mr. Amrish Devgan were

brilliant. The studio setup

was reflecting the theme of

26th January, Republic day.

The students learned many

things there by this show

YEH DESH HAI HUMARA

which proved to be a great

learning experience for all of

them.

-- Sourabh Shukla

BA(JMC),1st Year 

January - MarchVISIT
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VISIT

PRINTING

PRESS 
On 18th of January 2019

Dept of mass communica-

tion, LLDIMS organised an

industrial visit In Dainik      

Jagran, Manesar Gurgaon

(Haryana) for BA(JMC) 1ST

year students. The visit was

organized with the objective

of to make student aware

about how print media make

us all aware of all news and

information in 24 hours

along with process of

printing and sending the

newspapers to the readers.

Dainik Jagran represented

a bird’s eye view of the print

medium to the students of

LLDIMS to make them to be

better journalists. Dainik

jagran is the most re-

spected, leading and India’s

third largest leading

newspaper with 19 editions

in 7 states and 1 union

territory covering 179

districts , with a total reader

ship of 30.13 million readers 

making it one of the most

widely read broad-sheet

newspaper in India  and a

circulation base of 2.93

million copies ,it covers

U t t r a k h a n d , H i m a c h a l

Pradesh ,Jammu ,Haryana

,Chandigarh ,Punjab, Delhi

NCR and Uttar Pradesh. It

is one of the fastest growing

newspapers 

in India. The 

circulation of 

Dainik Jagran

increased by 

18% from 

2.49 million 

per day in first

half of 2015 to

2.93 million 

per day in first 

half of 2016 and holds the

number one       position in

Uttarpradesh , Himachal

Pradesh and Jammu .

BA (JMC) visited the Dainik

Jagran accompanied by the

faculty member. The

company officials welcomed

the students and gave       

instructions to the students

in order to ensure their

safety. Mr Harish editor of

the newspaper gave a

presentation in which he

explained the concept of

printing and packaging ,

history of printing process

as well as working of the

press .after the presentation

a quiz was conducted

where the editor asked the

questions related to the

topic explained. The

students responded to the

quiz questions very well.

The students were also

served with the snacks in

the end of the visit. The visit

provided an excellent

opportunity of interactions

and knowing more about

industrial environment. It

was a learning visit for the

students on the concepts

related to process of       

printing and the working of

the printing press.
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A Tale of

Love
( Poem)....

Everyone is busy with their

valentine,

Here I am surrounded with

sorrows and wine,

Even I had love of my life,

Caring and beautiful wife, 

Let's talk about that past,

Which I am reminding at

last 

So, I was a child, 

Naughty and wild, 

She stepped in my street, 

My heart forgot its way, 

Thanked god with greet,

For showing me this day--

we started talking, 

Together walking, 

She completed me ,

Was my hearts' key,

She was funny and simple, 

When smiles, got cheeks

with dimple,

One day I bent my knees

for the proposal,

She stood straight with the

mull,

After a day, she said yes, 

My brain threw unwanted

stress, 

After many years__ we

married with seven vows, 

All were shocked with

twisted brows, 

One day__ she had cancer,

but didn't tell me, 

I knew it later, 

She said just hold me,

At last I kissed her rather

(She was at her last

breath),

I was extreme late ---hid my

tears, assuming that it's all

about fate. 

–- Prerna Sharma, 

BA(JMC), 1st Year    

Dilemma
( Poem)....

One soul surrounded by

two.

Clashing between heart

and mind

Saying where the hell am

I?

Demean of being over-

power

Always stays…

In between this,

The angel of heart slays.

What to choose where to

go?

That’s where the swirl

adores.

And that’s where the swirl

adores…..

-- Nandini Gaur

BA(JMC),1st Year

Amar Jawaan

Wo chitthi me gajraa karta

tha

Ha, wo bhi kisi pe beinte-

haa marta tha

Wo palke bichaaye baithi

Muh par muskaan aur dil ko

thaame rehti thi

Yuu beet gaya ek saal

Par ab tak naa aaya ek bhi

baar

Phir ek din wo savera aaya

Uske aane ka paigaam

laaya

Gajraa to nahi, par badan

par uske phool they

Kapde uske khoonam

khoon they

Wo kafan me liptaa pada

raha

Pura parivaar sadme me

khadaa raha

Peeche se aayi ek cheekh

Unn mehndi bhare haatho

ne bilakh kar maangi

bheekh____

(Uparwala agle janam mi-

laayega

Usey mera sanam ba-

naayega

Na mujhko mera pyaar

chaahiye

Na gajro ki baahaar

chaahiye

Unko bhi milegi apne kiye

ki sajaa

Ye bharat maa legi unhe

maarkar maja)

Unn namm aankhoo me ek

tejj tha

Wo uss chhaati se lipat

gayi, ke wahi ek swarnim

sej tha.

STUDENT CORNER January - March

(Poem)...

-- Prerna Sharma

BA(JMC),1st Year
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We all have heard about

the famous dish of Bihar

named "litti chokha". But not

everyone outside the state

knowsor have tasted litti-

chokha at least once. Litti  is

a dough ball made up of

whole wheat flour and

stuffed sattuthat is mixed

with herbs and spices which

adds brilliant taste to it. After

this it's roasted over cow

dung cakes or wood which

is  tossed with lots of ghee. 

Chokha is served with litti,

as they walk hand in hand.

It is made with eggplant

(brinjal), potato, tomato,

garlic, ginger, green chilli,

coriander leaves, and etc.

The most interesting thing

about the chokha is its taste

amalgamated with all these

stuffs. Potato, tomato, and

eggplant (brinjal) used in

chokha are roasted in wood

or cow dung cakes rather

than on stoves.

Another uniquething about

littichokhais that it's healthy

in all perspectives as both

the dishes are roasted and

grilled. There is no frying

involved in itas desi ghee is

poured all over the Litti to

make it more delicious to eat

and indeed it becomes one.

Litti Chokha is an amazing

dish in itself buthavingit with

onion and green chilli,

doubles the taste of the

dish. Litti chokhais better if

served while its hot as it

ignites more hungerand-

gives an enhancing taste.

It can be cookedby various

other methods such as

baking in the oven, roasting

on tawa, deep frying in oil,

grilling on the tandoor. But

one thing I would want to

say is that these all methods

turns out to be a lame one

when it comes to Desi

Tarika.  

Litti Chokha originated from

the Indian Subcontine which

slowly and graduallybecame

popular in Indian States like

Bihar, Jharkhand, Uttar

Pradesh as well as the

Nepalese State of Madhesh.

Definitely, you all have

listened about Batti but it is

the completely different dish

from Litti Chokha in terms of

taste, texture and prepara-

tion. It can be eaten with

yoghurt, eggplant bharta,

etc.

-- Khushboo Kumari

BA(JMC), 1st Year

Yehi hoon

mein !

( Hindi Poem)...

Uljhi si hoon

Bikhri si hoon

Taash ke dher

Patton si hoon

Sehmi si hoon

Dari si hoon

Ret ke sukhe

Banjar si huin

Vyaktivt ki ek aisi sidi par 

Maan ki asmanjhas mein

huin

Kya koi gunaah kia

Yehi soch mein huin

Riahton ko jhadte patton

Sa dekh,

Bin aansun ro 

Mein rhi hoon…

Bas aisi hi mein huin 

Bas aisi hi bn gyi huin

Yeh  nhi pa kis mood mein

hoon…

Kyuki aisi mein huin

Yehi mein huin…

-- Nandini Gaur

BA(JMC),1st Year

Have You ever eaten Litti CHokHa?
A Plate of Litti Chokha solves everything!

STUDENT CORNER
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HOW TO OVERCOME FROM

DEPRESSION ?

Depression is very different from just feeling unhappy usually there is a reason for unhap-

piness such as being rejected or not getting the job or the things you wanted. Depression

is a pervasive feeling when continuously the same incident is happening with that individ-

ual then that person gets depressed. It’s almost like as if you are in dark room with no

lights. When people are depressed all their hopes just disappear and the things that they

used to find were enjoyable becomes a chore. So to overcome from depression certain

things can be done.

•  Negative thoughts should be avoided, try to engage your senses in the moment, focus

on touch, taste, sight, sound & smell. Engaging yourself somewhere leaves less time for

worry. 

•  Listen to upbeat music an upbeat tune can change atmosphere instantly & it can create

more positive vibes, listening to happy music alters brain chemistry & can improve your

mood.

•  Eat omega-3 fatty acids such as walnuts, oily fish which decreases anxiety, sleep dis-

orders, sadness, and suicidal thoughts. 

•  Don’t take your thoughts seriously when you are feeling low, think positive don’t rein-

forces self doubt & feeling of worthless.

•  Be patient & do your best to look after yourself in meantime. 

•  Eat well & get a decent amount of sleep. Just say to yourself “ALL IS WELL”. If possible

do your best to distract yourself from over thinking, when you are in depression your

thoughts are your enemy keeping yourself busy is a effective way to overcome depres-

sion.

•  Connect with your friends, force yourself to go and interact with other as well this can

give you a huge positive effects.

•  Try to forgive others it will lighten your emotional loads.

•  Do regular exercise to overcome depression because exercise releases endorphins

which imposes immunity. 

These all things will improve your mood and will help you to overcome from depression. 

-- Shikha Karn

BA(JMC),1st Year
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 IS ADULTERY

CRIMINAL 

OFFENCE?

Section 497 of IPC (India

Penal Code), we will have to

understand some fundamen-

tals of the marriage to know,

what is ultimately the case?

If we look at the  institution of

marriage, there are many

fundamentals  pillars there is

an important pillar from it is

morality, who is getting mar-

ried here, is remembering

that both husband and wife

will loyal to each other. Even

if a couple of multiple sexual

partners after the married,

the marriage does not make

any sense. So, the funda-

mental pillar of marriage will

hurt. We need to understand,

morality place a very

important role. Both man and

women shall remain loyal to

each other. If a married

partner is cheating that

means having sexual

relations with someone else

(third person), so she does

adultery (cheating in

marriage).

Earlier, Section 497 IPC

gave a husband the

exclusive right to prosecute

his wife’s lover. A similar right

was not delivered on a wife

to prosecute the woman with

whom her husband has

committed adultery.

Secondly, the provision did

not confer any right on the

wife to prosecute her

husband for adultery.

Section 198(2) CrPC (Crimi-

nal Procedure Code), the 

code allowed a husband to

bring charges against the

man with whom his wife has

committed adultery.

Now, both the sections are

abolished by the Supreme

Court of India. According to

chief justices of India said

“adultery can be ground for

divorce but not a criminal

offence.” The bench of five

judge held that adultery can

be treated as civil wrong for

dissolution of marriage not a

criminal offence. Delivering

its judgment, the Supreme

Court said that” unequal

treatment of woman invites

the wrath of Constitution”.

Adultery cannot be a crime,

but if any aggrieved spouse

commits suicide because of

life partners adulterous

relations,then if evidence

produced, it could be

treatment as an abetment to

suicide.

This law is the 158 year old

law was unconstitutional and

fell afoul of Article 21 (Right

to life and personal liberty)

and Article 14 (Right to

equality).

-- Abhinav Bhandari

BA(JMC),1st Year

Waqt
(Hindi Poem...)

Kahan chala gya voh wqt

Jab hum khela karte the

Ret mein lipatkar

Dhoop mein jhulaskar

Khilkhilakar haste the

Wqt ne leli ek anjaani si kar-

wat

Aaj ussi ret mein hum milkar

Apne ussi jhulaste badan

par

Mitti ki ek chadar odhe

Aaj vahin apni rooh ko

chore

Jhulas rahe hai kisi takht

par!

-- Nandini Gaur

BA(JMC),1st Year
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The very first book of Hindus

named RIG-VEDA proclaims

“EKAM SAT, VIPRAH

BAHUDHA VADANTI” (There

is only one truth, only men

describe it in different ways).

Deep into history since the

beginning of the Vedic

civilization, the expansion of

the religion Hinduism has

begun and has affected many

lives and the impact is such

that it still maintains its

significance even today. But

the question is whether it is

as constant as it used to be?

Herein the answer lies in the

opinions that people form.

Since its inception people

have been trying to fathom it,

where the roots were some-

thing totally different from the

fruit it gave. Hinduism is not

what the youth or the

generation thinks of, it is not

a  religion; rather it is a name,

the name which was given to

us by Greeks. Think what if

one day your name turns into

a religion, that day people will

start making an ideology of

your name and the very next

day you'll too become as

famous as Hinduism. Of

course there's no problem

but any religion or any ideol-

ogy should not overpower our

thinking otherwise no one

can stop the catastrophe we

make with our judgmental

thoughts and thus it may end

up destroying the civilization

just because we think and we

make people think that our

overpowered ideology is

correct and the reasons and

logics are wrong .

Even the youth are trying to

make their own ideologies

regarding their religious

beliefs. People have

perceived Hinduism in their

own context and with the

passing of generations; the

factual meaning also keeps

on changing. Now Hinduism

is more a part of politics than

a religion ,we get to hear

voices of vigorous people in

the name of Hinduism .

Earlier, Hinduism used to

build a feeling of love,

sacrifices and brotherhood

but now we have arrived at a

time where everything seems

so lost as there's loss of

originality too. Change is the

law of nature, so expecting

Hinduism to play its original

role in today’s scenario, is

quite impossible.

Even though people have

understood Hinduism

according to their own

perception from generation to

generation, their understand-

ing keeps on changing like

the domino effect, where

there's increment in evilness

and decline in morality.

Hinduism still teaches that

there is no God in the

Universe, no nation, no

money, no human right, no

law and no justice outside the

common imagination for the 

wellness of human beings.

Thus Hinduism has its

creation only if man creates

it.

--Shiksha Mishra

BA(JMC),1st Year
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-- Prince Nagar

BA(JMC), 1st Year

The essence which has been

lost!
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Prince Naagar

BA(JMC),1sT Year

ART IS BOURN IN HUT

SPEAK UP & JUDGE FAIRLY, DEFEND THE RIGHTS OF THE POOR &

NEEDY.
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